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Lecture Outline

• Ethical principles
• Laws relevant to security research and practice
• Example cases



Overarching principles/lessons

• Ethics: Try to be a good person. Be thoughtful about
your actions and their effects on yourself and others.

• Legal issues: Don’t violate laws.

• If lawyers or law enforcement are involved, you have
already lost. It doesn’t matter if you could in theory win
the case in the end.



Legal/ethical principle: Property rights

Respect other people’s property.

Example: Hacking your own password.
• On your own machine: Probably ok. (Possible
exception: DMCA.)

• On someone else’s machine: Get permission or else it’s
probably not ok. (Might be CFAA violation under Terms
of Service interpretation.)



Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (CFAA)
18 U.S. CODE §1030 - FRAUD AND RELATED ACTIVITY IN CONNECTION WITH
COMPUTERS

Whoever intentionally accesses a computer without
authorization or exceeds authorized access, and thereby
obtains information from any protected computer...

The punishment for an offense...
- a fine under this title or imprisonment for not more
than one year, or both...,

- a fine under this title or imprisonment for not more
than 5 years, or both... if—
(i) the offense was committed for purposes of commercial

advantage or private financial gain;
(ii) the offense was committed in furtherance of any

criminal or tortious act...; or
(iii) the value of the information obtained exceeds $5,000



Prominent CFAA cases: Aaron Swartz

• Scraped JStor from MIT’s network and evaded
numerous blocking attempts.

• Prosecuted for violating the Terms of Service of JStor
even though JStor did not want to prosecute.

• Property owners: MIT, JStor, article authors
• Swartz had already been investigated for scraping
public court records (PACER)



Prominent CFAA cases: Weev
• Found a vulnerability in 2010 that allowed AT&T iPad
owners email addresses to be scraped.

• Enumerated URLs with a numeric identifier to scrape.
• Convicted, won on appeal in the US 3rd District in 2014
but on venue grounds, question of whether
enumerating URLs is exceeding authorized access
unresolved.



Ethical Principle: Minimizing harm

Ethical research involves trying to minimize harm.

Example: SYN scanning
• Scanning public hosts is legal, but generates many
complaints.

• Depends on intended use: Used by attackers to find
vulnerable hosts, used by researchers to measure
networks.

• Doing research on open networks means
understanding and following best practices:

• Publicly identifying the purpose of the research
• Providing an opt-out mechanism
• Not launching attacks
• Avoiding overwhelming your or others’ networks or
crashing hosts

• Etc.



Ethical principle: Minimizing harm
Example: Botherding

• Botherding is taking over a botnet
• Is this ethical or not?

• Interfering with a legal botnet is definitely illegal.
• Marcus Hutchins was celebrated for activating a kill
switch in WannaCry malware that halted infections.

• Is taking over a botnet for research purposes ethical? It
is pursuing illegal activity to study illegal activity.

• What is harm minimization?



Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA)



DMCA cases
• 2010 US v. Crippen, rare criminal DMCA prosecution of
Xbox modder

• 2002 Bunnie Huang Xbox key extraction
• MIT did not support his work, AI Lab published his work
and reached an agreement with Microsoft



DMCA Exemptions
Every three years, the Library of Congress considers
exemptions to the DMCA.

• 2010: Phone jailbreaking
• 2016: Security research





Trade Secrets and Reverse Engineering

• RC4 trade secret
• RC4 stream cipher algorithm was originally a trade
secret of RSA company

• Reverse engineered in 1994 and code posted
anonymously to Cypherpunks mailing list and sci.crypt
newsgroup

• Used afterward and referred to as “ARC4”
• Megamos Crypto

• In 2013 European researchers reverse engineered a car
unlocking system used by Volkswagen

• Volkswagen got an injunction in the UK against the
researchers publishing based on the “murky” origins of
the publicly available code they reverse engineered

• It took two years for the final paper to be able to be
published

• Injunction would not likely have succeeded in US



Personal and Privacy Rights

Principle: Informed consent

• Human subjects research should go through ethical
review

• At a university, this is done by IRB
• Some companies now have review processes (Example:
Facebook happiness research)

• Human subjects research includes any collection of
Personally Identifiable Information





Informed consent

Example: Jason Fortuny posted fake sex ad on Craigslist as
a woman in 2006

• Received hundreds of replies, posted them all online
• Unethical? Yes.
• Illegal? Unclear.

• Encyclopedia Dramatica received DMCA takedown
notice.

• Sued in Illinois by anonymous victim, default $75k
judgement



Legal foundations of privacy

In US, 14th amendment: “nor shall any state deprive any
person of life, liberty, or property without due process of
law”

Interpreted as right to privacy by 20th century supreme
court:

• Legality of contraception
• Roe v. Wade



Wiretapping

California is a “two-party consent” state. All parties in a
conversation must consent for it to be recorded.



FISA background

1978 Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act

• Passed in response to Church Committee investigation
of COINTELPRO scandals

• Codified separation between domestic law enforcement
activities and international intelligence activities

• FISA Court established to handle surveillance warrants
for intelligence investigations in the US

After 2001, PATRIOT Act weakened some of these
separations.



Snowden leaked FISA order for all Verizon Business
customer information in 2013

Updated FISA orders have continued to be approved.



Verizon Government Transparency Report

“In the first half of 2019, we received between 0 and 499 NSLs
from the FBI. Those NSLs sought information regarding between
1500 and 1999 ’selectors’ used to identify a Verizon customer. ”





September 2013: NSA Bullrun program

New York Times names US standardized random number
generator as a target.
NIST re-opens discussions on SP800.90; recommmends
against use.
RSA suggests changing default in BSAFE.
2015: Juniper discovers Dual EC DRBG backdoor in
ScreenOS.
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October 2013: MUSCULAR

Official Google
statement:
“We are outraged”

Unofficial Google
statement: “Fuck these
guys.”
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Key Escrow and Law Enforcement Backdoors Redux



Law Enforcement Access Policy

Policy/ethics question: Is it preferable to have law
enforcement/intelligence:

• Stockpile software vulnerabilities, write targeted
malware, and hack into targets when desired

• Mandate encryption backdoors or otherwise enable
mass surveillance





Unintended Consequences of Law Enforcement
Access

• 2004 Greek wiretapping scandal
• Greek politicians wiretapped through law enforcement
access system present on phone network

• System was present because of US CALEA law, not used
in Greece

• 2010 China Google hack
• Came in through law enforcement access portal



Disclosure options for security flaws

• Develop fully weaponized malware and distribute on
black market

• Tell no one
• Sell vulnerability to middleman and don’t report to
vendor

• Report to vendor only
• Report to vendor and receive bug bounty
• Report to vendor, wait for fix, report to public
(“responsible disclosure”)

• Report in full to public immediately (“full disclosure”)



The process of reporting vulnerabilities

• Some vendors have sensible reporting process
• E.g., Firefox and Chrome teams respond and react
quickly, easy to work with on fixing bugs, etc.

• Some vendors less so
• E.g., Send email through an intermediary, receive ACK,
no real conversation.

• E.g., Send email, poke individual folks for replies, no
replies. Give up.

• Some vendors are playing catch up
• E.g., Reported OOB write vulnerability, security “team”
replied with “not a security bug.” Later freaked out about
public disclososure of OOB read vulnerability. Now there
is a working group dedicated to security, slightly better
definition of an attacker model, and reasonable
reporting method: HackerOne.

• Some vendors are the worst: they will try to gag/sue you



Bug bounty programs

• Many vendors have bug bounty programs: $$ for bugs
• Mozilla and Google will even run your checkers and pay
you if the checkers find real bugs

• Our students made $3-10K on some papers!



Are companies liable for security flaws?
The FTC says yes.

• 2011 Facebook settlement for deceptive privacy policies
• 2013 HTC settlement for security flaws in phones
• 2016 LabMD liable for failure to institute reasonable
security practices to protect consumer data

The stock market says not
really:

nakedcapitalism.com



Policy questions around security research

• Should exploit sales be legal?
• Code as speech principle says yes
• Is publishing exploits ethical?

• How about mixed-use tools?
• Privacy tools like Tor or encrypted messengers used by
criminals, normal people, activists

• Random darknet shopper art piece?



Have a great end of quarter!
Good luck on the final!


